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LETTERS OF GREETING
"I am glad to send my congratulations and good wishes on the
occasion of the Centenary Celebrations of Station Road Chapel, Biddulph.
May it not only be an occasion of happy and inspiring memories, but also
one of resolve and quickened zeal for the work that lies ahead. May you
go on in the future that 'the best is yet to be.' "
H. CRAWFORD WALTERS
(President of the Methodist Conference)
_______________
"Let me take this opportunity of offering my sincere congratulations
on reaching such a ripe age in such a good state of vigorous health. At
one of the Conference public meetings this year the Chairman of the
meeting was an energetic veteran of 87 and he ran up the pulpit steps two at a time! In his address he linked his rich memories of the past with
his great hopes of the future in a most refreshing manner. I sincerely
hope that you, whilst you revel in recalling God's gracious dealings with
you and your forbears in these last hundred years, will face the future in
great faith. Please accept my sincere greetings and good wishes for the
future years of service and fellowship.
Yours very sincerely,
RAYMOND C. MACE
(Chairman of the Stoke-on-Trent District)
_______________

My dear friends,
This letter brings you the affectionate greetings of the Circuit on the
occasion of your Centenary.
I have been trying to think of life in your society a hundred years
ago.
I can see a man of middle age, sitting at his table, his long day's
work done, with his Bible open before him, and by the side of the Bible a
Commentary, perhaps Coke's, or Benson's, or Sutcliffe's, or Adam
Clarke's. These Commentaries were all written because our people were
demanding them, for our fathers were not only a Bible-reading, but a
Bible-searching people, and the ordinary Methodist home was proud of its
little library of books that helped in the understanding of the Scriptures.
I can see the children on a Sunday evening, when father and the
eldest two have gone to chapel, gathered in the sitting room with mother,
having their own service, the young "preacher" standing upon a stool. I
have in my possession a book of services, complete with sermons, that
was used on such occasions, for our fathers were more concerned that
their children should know Him and belong to Him than they were about
any other aspect of education or culture.
I can see your forebears showing their class tickets as they come in
to celebrate the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper. Only recently had
Methodism found her own life as a community not identified with the
Anglican Church, and that story had centred round the longing of folk who
studied their Bibles together and prayed together, and lived their lives
together, to meet together round the Table of the Lord.
My prayer for you is that a stranger from those days entering your
Society again, would find many things changed, because you are the
children of another age, but would find also three characteristics; concern
for the Bible, not as a Book of Magic, but as a Book meant to be
understood; concern for the children, that they might prize first among
many other jewels, the Pearl of great price; concern for the Sacrament of
the Lord's Supper, because when we seek to live in any strength other
than His we live in vain. By those characteristics he would know you for
your fathers' children.
May God Bless You,
Yours Sincerely,
CLIFFORD BUCKROYD
_______________

CENTENARY FESTIVAL
October 3rd October 6th October 7th -

Centenary Services. Guest Preacher: Rev. Kenneth L.
Waights, of Nottingham.
United Service of Christian Witness, conducted by Rev.
C. H. Hampton, Vicar of Biddulph.
Speakers: Rev. Raymond C. Mace, Rev. H. Broadhurst.
Preacher: Rev. Clifford Buckroyd.

A Short History of
Station Road Methodist Church, Biddulph
One of the earliest references to Biddulph in Methodist history is a
quotation by Rev. J. B. Dyson, in his book, Wesleyan Methodism in the
Congleton Circuit (1856). [p.48.] He refers to some mutilated documents,
the property of one, William Garside, dated 1759, where Biddulph is
mentioned as a preaching centre in the Manchester "Round." This Circuit,
created by Conference in 1752, extended over Lancashire, Cheshire, part
of Shropshire and of Wales, Staffordshire and part of Derbyshire. It can
be assumed, therefore, that within fourteen years of John Wesley's
conversion Biddulph was not unknown as a centre of Methodist witness.
John Wesley visited Biddulph on 10th March, 1760, his Journal entry
for that day reading, "About time I preached at Biddulph, about eight
miles north of Burslem. The earnestness of the whole congregation well
rewarded me for my labour." Clearly, he was delighted with his reception,
contrasting so sharply with his visit to Burslem on the previous day, and
to Congleton in the afternoon. At the former place a spectator hit Wesley
on the side of the head with a. well-aimed clod of earth, and at the latter,
he was greeted by an unruly, hostile mob, who erected a model scaffold
in the window of his preaching house. Just over a year later, Wesley
returned to Biddulph and wrote in his Journal on March 21st, 1761,
"About ten I preached at Biddulph and about six at Congleton." An
illuminating footnote tells us who was the guiding influence, so
sympathetic to Methodism in Biddulph: "Wesley's host was Mr. William
Stonier (or Stanier) of The Hurst, Biddulph, chief Trustee of Congleton
Chapel, a zealous Local Preacher, a man of wealth."
Dyson gives the following sketch of William Stonier. "He entered
into union with the Methodists at an early period. He was one of the first,
and a most laborious local preacher in these parts. His labours extended
far over the hills beyond Leek, and in the neighbourhood of Buxton, while
his services were in frequent demand in Congleton. He had the honour of
entertaining Mr. Wesley at The Hurst, on the occasion of his visit to
Biddulph. He used to relate the following anecdote of Mr. Wesley. The
journey from the Hurst to Congleton, it appears, was performed on foot.
At that time, the hills over which their path lay, were much more wooded
than they are now. Divine influence had attended the word which he had
spoken on the preceding evening, good had been done, while a gracious
effect remained in a high degree on his own mind. This was evinced by
his animated conversation. Nor did the beautiful scenery through which
they were passing escape his notice, or fail to affect his fine sense of the
beauties of creation, for when he found himself in the midst of wooded
hills and valleys, he suddenly stood still, gazed upon the lovely scenery,
and then in his fine clear voice, gave out, altering the words to suit the
occasion:“Break forth into singing, ye trees of the wood,
For Jesus is bringing Biddulph sinners to God!" [1]

From the beginning Methodism had a zealous and influential
personality at the helm in Biddulph. William Stonier and his wife Ann were
in membership for a number of years at Biddulph Moor, where their
names are included in the roll for 1759 along with fourteen others. [2]
Various later documents, which will be referred to in this account, show
that the Hurst itself became a venue for preaching. Tradition has it that a
silk mill near the Hurst, now demolished, was the Chapel.
In 1770, a Macclesfield Circuit was created to reduce the size of the
Manchester Round, and twelve years later, Burslem was made the head of
yet another Circuit, which embraced Lime Kilns, a society which moved to
Congleton Edge, Biddulph Moor and Bradley Green. Congleton remained
in the Macclesfield Circuit. [3] Behind these cold facts, covering a period
of twenty years, lies a story of busy development, and the point of
interest for us is that Bradley Green appears. This was one of the parent
societies of the present Station Road Church, and (although it was
classified with The Hurst for a short time) we can be quite certain that it
existed as early as 1782. It is, moreover, a safe conjecture to say that
Bradley Green had meetings of Methodists before this date, for Circuits
did not recognise societies until they were soundly established under the
guidance of officially appointed Class Leaders. A casual meeting of
Methodists would not have been acceptable for inclusion in a Quarterly
Meeting. John Wesley was a disciplinarian, not least in his oversight of his
Class Meetings.
Ten years after the inception of the Burslem Circuit, a further
division was made, the new Circuit having its headquarters at Leek. [4] It
was not until 1797, three years later, that the Biddulph area was
transferred from Burslem to Leek. The phrase, "Biddulph area" is used
advisedly, because the story of local Methodism becomes complicated at
this point. All the societies around Biddulph, including Gillow Heath, are to
be found in association with Leek, with the exception of Bradley Green,
which remained in the Burslem Circuit until 1809.
The Year Book of the Bursley Quarterly Meeting for 1796 preserves
the names of all the members of society, distinguishing clearly between
the classes which made up the various societies. The membership rolls of
Biddulph Moor, Lime Kilns and The Hurst are reported here. The names
under the Hurst provide us with invaluable information. There were four
classes:—
Paul Bailey—Leader
Job Bailey
Lettice Bailey
Margaret Bailey
Jane Bolton
Eliza Sleigh

Thomas Cotterill—Leader
Eliza Bailey
Hannah Brough
Sally Brough
Ann Chadwick
Mary Chadwick
Mary Cotterill
Mary Winckle
Thomas Yates

Thomas Bailey
Judith Boon
Hannah Rider
Margaret Rigby
William Rigby

John Simcock—Leader
Charles Mitchell
Hannah Mitchell
John Shovelbottom

No leader is indicated for one of the classes. Beneath that list is the
remark, "Sunday at Bradley Green." It was this class which formed the
nucleus of the powerful Bradley Green Society. Although there does not
appear to have been a regular leader, acknowledged as such by the
Quarterly Meeting, the William Rigby home at Bradley Green became the
meeting house in the following year when the majority of the Hurst
members were taken by Leek.
The 1797 Year Book repeats exactly the same register, but in the
summary of totals gives numerical strength as follows, Hurst - 15,
Biddulph Moor - 29, Lime Kilns - 13, Park House - 15. A marginal note in
the same hand reads, "These four are removed to Leek and Macclesfield
Circuits." We know that the first two went to Leek. The question arising is,
which fifteen members at The Hurst went to Leek? It looks as if the
classes of Paul Bailey and Thomas Cotterill were affected, for the Bradley
Green Class certainly remained with Burslem. The reason for such an
unexpected event is that the members came under the influence of one,
James Handcock, at about this time. He was a Local Preacher on the
Burslem plan and lived at Harriseahead. James Handcock "came and held
a prayer meeting at William Rigby's of Bradley Green; and in 1802
brought Thomas Allen from Burslem, who preached under a tree which
stood in a croft adjoining the house in which Mr. Simeon Walley, a
respected Local Preacher now resides (1856). Preaching was held there a
few times, and then Thomas Boon opened his house at Newpool, where a
society was raised. Thomas afterwards removed to the original preaching
house at Bradley Green." Dyson then continues, "In 1803, James
Handcock was appointed the leader of the class, which office he still fills.
When the class was formed it contained six members, whose names were,
Thomas and Judith Boon, Hannah Rider, Elizabeth Cotterill and Samuel
Goodwin. These members were truly alive to God, prayerful, zealous and
consistent. The consequence was that the class so greatly prospered that
at one time it filled both the house and parlour, numbering seventy-eight
members. The Rev. Thomas Armett, who entered the ministry in 1813
was a member of this class.” [5]
The Burslem roll for 1805 gives nine names under 7radley Green. In
1807 there were 17 members, who sent in 4/- collections. The following
extracts of figures are suggestive of the way the class grew:
1808 Sept. Membership 30. Class Money 18/-. Collections 5/3.
Kingswood School 4/-.
1809 January. G.M. 18/-.
1809 April G.M. £1/6/6.
1809 July C.M. £1/6/6. Coll. 9/6. K.S. 4/11½.

Against October, 1809, however, there is the laconic memoir,
"Given up." A note in the Circuit Year Book explains, "48 members at
Saltworks and Bradley Green have been given up to Congleton.” [6]
Saltworks, one supposes, was a class in Cheshire, and not connected with
Bradley Green.
A Congleton Plan for 1808/9 mentions neither Bradley Green nor
James Handcock, but the Sunday Plan, as it was called, for May/October,
1816 shows Bradley Green to have had a regular fortnightly service at 2
p.m. James Handcock also appears as a preacher. The conclusion must be
drawn, therefore, that at the beginning of the Connexional Year, 1809/10,
when Nantwich Circuit was formed taking 490 members from the
Congleton Circuit, [7] there was also a general re-organisation of
boundaries involving the transfer of Bradley Green from Burslem.
We must now retrace our steps to find out what happened to Gillow
Heath, which "claimed the honour of being the first to receive Methodism
in the locality.” [8] There are no references to Gillow Heath in the original
Burslem records whatsoever, but a plan of preaching appointments for
the Leek Circuit in 1798 presents an interesting problem. [9] Biddulph is
given as a preaching place. In light of Gillow Heath's assertion, and the
fact that Bradley Green was part of the Burslem Circuit, the question
arises. What was meant in the Methodist sense by Biddulph? Was Gillow
Heath intended? The probable explanation is that in the early days when
there was a severe shortage of accredited preachers small groups came
together by local arrangement for the appointed service. This surmise is
strengthened by the fact that it was quite usual for two plans to be made,
one for Local Preachers and one for Travelling Preachers, the Ministers. It
is on a Local Preachers' plan that "Biddulph" appears, and a preacher was
sent once a month for the period November, December, January, 1798/9.
The Travelling Preachers, on the other hand, would visit societies
individually for the quarterly distribution of Class Tickets, and to give
more intimate oversight to the spiritual welfare of members. Reference to
the old Congleton Plans, now hanging in the vestry at Wagg Street
chapel, will reveal how few appointments the ministers had in rural
societies on Sundays, Biddulph, therefore, in this context, undoubtedly
refers to a group comprising Hurst, Gillow Heath and possibly Biddulph
Moor. It will be shown later that Gillow Heath was extremely prominent
and for a time supplanted The Hurst.
An old book of the Leek Circuit, opened in 1801 as an inventory of
Conference property "left in Leek," but used from 1803 as a Circuit
Collection Book gives in that year The Hurst and Biddulph Moor.
Membership and accounts are preserved for all the societies of the Circuit,
and both Biddulph Moor and The Hurst regularly appear until the year
1808. In that year the name Hurst is changed to Gillow Heath. In 1809
the list is Biddulph Moor, a society with the abbreviated name Bidd-le,
"Gillow Heath and Hurst," the latter being one title. The year 1810 shows
Biddulph Moor, Gillow Heath, Pool Fold and New Town. To these names
were added Biddulph Park and Cloud in the next annual report. It is

impossible to avoid the conclusion that the roots of the Gillow Heath
society are to be found in the Hurst. To this data must be added the
evidence of membership figures. Fifteen members were taken over in the
Hurst society by Leek, a figure made up by two classes. The reports for
1803-7 inclusive show the Hurst to have had 18, 17, 15, 15, 18 meeting
in class, Then, in 1808 Gillow Heath had 20, and in 1809 Gillow Heath and
Hurst had 19. The society called Biddle returned 9 members, but in the
following year, 1810, Pool Fold's membership was 10. There is every
reason for thinking that Gillow Heath became the dominant partner in
Hurst Methodism and that Pool Fold continued the traditions of the Hurst.
Certainly this name was retained until 1813, but in 1814 they reverted to
the title Hurst again.
It was not without reason that the name was changed from Hurst to
Gillow Heath in 1808. We can give a precise date to the emergence of
Gillow Heath as a separate entity. On 13th April, a Certificate of
Registration for a Dissenters' place of worship, which is still extant, was
given in the Lichfield and Coventry Diocese, naming the dwelling house of
William Lawton in Gillow Heath. This certificate was definite recognition by
ecclesiastical authority of a nonconformist meeting house, and marks an
important step forward in Methodist development. Once again, we can be
sure of the existence of a strong, determined and well-established
fellowship in the village, for it would be no mere whim which prompted
application for such a licence. Dyson says "the Sabbath School was
commenced at Gillow Heath in 1812. The house soon became too small
and an old pottery work was fitted up and opened for school and
preaching. The mining operations which were carried on underneath it so
shook the walls as to render it dangerous and unfit for use. These, and
other circumstances, led to the erection of a chapel at Gillow Shaw Brook,
situated between Bradley Green and Gillow Heath. By this means, the two
classes were united in one society.” [10]
The membership returns for Gillow Heath from 1812-19 were 19,
17, 16, 16, 19, 11, 10, 8, a decline which seems to have been general.
Biddulph Moor fell from 120 in 1810 to 40 in 1819. In the returns for
these years the term Biddulph is still used, but on no such occasion is
Gillow Heath omitted. Examination of comparative figures leaves us in no
doubt that Biddulph Moor is intended, and that Gillow Heath continued to
be a distinct community. A significant fact emerges in the "Reminiscences
of the late Mr. George Bull" who lived from 1795-1872. "In 1818," he
wrote, "I was appointed leader of a class and in 1821 a Local Preacher.
We had at that time but eight chapels in the Circuit . . . Biddulph Moor,
Biddulph Park and Gillow Shaw Brook.” [11] Although there were thirtythree societies in 1919 and the collection list for Kingswood and
Woodhouse Grove Schools in 1824 shows twenty-seven contributing
societies, there were only eight chapels. It is obvious that one of the few
buildings in the Leek Circuit, recognised for PUBLIC worship was Gillow
Heath. What Mr. Bull remembered as Gillow Shaw Brook was, in fact,
Gillow Heath, for the Gillow Shaw Brook Chapel was not built until 1833.

The chapel may have been the adapted pottery works building, which,
local tradition says, stood in the field opposite the present Station Road
Chapel. "In 1825, The Hurst, Biddulph Moor and Gillow Heath were
transferred to the Congleton Circuit.” [12]
The transfer of Gillow Heath to the Congleton Circuit made possible
a closer association with Bradley Green. On The Lord's Day Plan of the
Congleton Circuit for May-July, 1826, alternate Sundays, with services at
2 and 6 p.m. were given to "Bradley Green and Gillow Heath" and "Gillow
Heath." This intriguing arrangement prompts one to ask why there was a
united service only once a fortnight, and what happened to the Bradley
Green people on the other Sunday? Close scrutiny of the plan shows that
James Handcock, who, as we have seen, was Class Leader for over half a
century, was never planned for appointments on those Sundays when
Gillow Heath alone had services. It is quite possible that Bradley Green
devoted one Sunday a fortnight to a Class Meeting or Cottage Meeting,
conducted by James Handcock. He was a man of exceptional pastoral
ability, and now lived in Biddulph.
Between 1825 and 1833 co-operation of witness and the
deterioration of Gillow Heath's building emphasised the desirability of an
even closer union. Complete integration was attained when a chapel,
seating 200 people and costing £179, was erected on the site occupied by
the present Chapel. The Deed shows that the land was obtained on 28th
August, 1833 from Thomas Taylor, of Leek, but formerly of Knypersley
Hall, and George Ridgeway Killminster, also of Leek. The following were
the signatories on behalf of Gillow Shaw Brook,
William Baddiley
Moses Booth
George Carter
Thomas Cotterill
Thomas Garside (Congleton)
Richard Low Grinder
(Dane-in-Shaw)

William Hadfield (Congleton)
James Handcock
James Holland
Jonathan Hopkins
Ralph Horn
Simeon Mountford
George Whitehurst

The Circuit Plan for 1844 shows that there were five Local Preachers
in membership, J. Handcock, G. Carter, T. Cotterill, J. Hopkins and S.
Walley.
It was found that this building was inadequate and plans were made
to build a new Chapel. More land was purchased by the following
Trustees, some of whom are still remembered with affection and
gratitude,
John Baddiley
Samuel Barlow
Samuel Ball
George Carter
William Chaddock

James Hancock, the Younger
Ralph Holland
Solomon Shaw
Charles Sherratt
William Staton

John Cotterill
Richard Low Grinder
William Hadfield

Simeon Walley
John Ward
Thomas Whitehurst

The foundation stone was laid in 1856. Several more plots of land,
adjacent to the building were acquired in 1859, two years prior to the
building of the school, and in 1875 and 1876, extending the property to
its present boundaries.
The vital emphasis of Methodism has never been found in buildings
and property, but in the preaching of the Word at every opportunity, in
the Market Place and the field, in the cottage and the Chapel. The name
of the Gillow Shaw Brook Chapel was changed to Bradley Green in 1883;
and when Wesley Hall, now High Street, was added to the Circuit in 1900,
Bradley Green became Station Road, but the society has ever sent our
preachers to tell the Good News. Accredited Local Preachers to be found
in membership at Station Road through the years are:
L. Atkin
Samuel Ball
E. Baddiley
John Baddiley
S. Barlow
W. I. Beech
W. B. Bulman
George Carter
H. Chaddock
N. Chaddock
W. Chaddock
T. Dale

A. Eardley
R. Eardley
P. Gaskell
J. Goodall
J. Green
P. Green
E. Hancock
F. Hancock
J. Hancock, jun.
L. Hargreaves
C. Heeley
W. Hewitt

J. Holland
Ralph Holland
W. Holland
Mr. Horton
J. Jenkinson
N. Lancaster
R. A. Laycock
R. Leadbeater
K. Lester
J. G. Major
A. Middleton
Miss Morgan

H. Nixon
E. Parkes
J. Parkes
A. Poole
E. Powell
W. Shaw
W. A. Sherratt
C. Stanway
C. E. Stubbs
J. Walley
Simeon Walley
W. Walker

A preacher every two years!
The refining fires of the Evangelical Revival ignited the hearts of
men throughout the land. Those who tried to beat out the flames were
helpless to control the wind-borne sparks which settled to kindle new fires
in isolated villages and hamlets like Biddulph Moor, The Hurst, Congleton
Edge, Bradley Green and Gillow Heath. As we pause in this centenary
year to reflect upon and give thanks for our inheritance, let us mark the
work of the Holy Spirit in men who knew nothing of radio and television,
the morning paper, motors and aeroplanes, but who were content to be
faithful in their own limited world. Out of the past comes that enigmatic
sentence, used by John Wesley, when he refers to the crossing of the Red
Sea by the Israelites, but surely addressed to us, "This was the
SALVATION OF GOD, which they STOOD STILL, to see, by MARCHING
FORWARD with all their might,"*
JOHN B. PEET.
*Sermon XII. "The Means of Grace."
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EXTRACT FROM
THE LORD'S DAY PLAN
of the
WESLEYAN METHODIST PREACHERS IN THE CONGLETON
CIRCUIT-1826
Time

A
30

Bradley Green
&
Gillow Heath

2

6

13

Gillow Heath

2

6

Places

May
25
6

June
16

23

17
11

July
18

31

22
28

30
27

PREACHERS: 6 Oakes; 11 Hadfield; 16 Summerfield; 17 Bailey; 18
Lawton; 22 Albiston; 23 J. Lowe; 25 Briggs; 27 P. Bailey; 28 Triner; 30
Collier; and 31 Forster.

RALPH HOLLAND
1827-1926
A Local Preacher for 76 years
A Class Leader for 50 years

THE FOLLOWING TRAVELLING PREACHERS WERE
RESIDENT IN BIDDULPH
1876 (At Bradley Green)*
C. J. Black, J. Phillips, T. Darlington, C. W. Cooke, R. Stevenson.
* (Mr. William Boon informs me that ministers resided at an address
in Albert Street).
1912-1956.
(At Epworth House, Biddulph)
R. A. Loten, J. W. Grindall, W. A. Unworth, Charles E. Gentle,
William C. G. Elliott, Alfred Cushion, David Edwards, J. Morgan-Williams,
B.A., W. G. Griffiths, Thomas R. Griffin, Tom Meacham, A. W. Hickling,
John B. Peet.
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